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Remote X/Z
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Dashboard

Execute X/Z via app
Sales data is sent to the
storage server

Check sales status in
Graph
(Week/Month/Year)

Sales Report

Cash Register
Settings

Check latest sales status
on app

Item name/Unit Price etc
can be easily modified on
app

Electronic Journal

Diary

Check E/J on app
(keyword search)

Create diary with image
and comment on app
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Electronic Journal

Dashboard

View the
electronic journal
with your
smartphone.

Daily sales
Amount/Qty
Weekly
Monthly
Yearly sales

Check by graph

Remote X/Z
Execute daily X/Z reports from smartphone
By performing remote X/Z, sales data will be
uploaded to storage service. The data can be
checked with smartphone from outside,
anytime, anywhere.
*smartphone must be
connected with ECR via
bluetooth

Specify the date
you want to see
from the calendar
Key word
search function

*the viewable period for
past data is a maximum
of 25 months

Search
“ALCOHOL”
Pick up
“ALCOHOL”
*fuzzy search also
available

You can also search
by for example,
invoice number
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Cash Register Settings

Easily set up item
names and
change prices
*Pass word can be set for
this operation

No need to set
items one by one
into a cash
register

*smartphone must be
connected with ECR
via Bluetooth

Cash Register Settings

*smartphone must be connected with ECR via Bluetooth

Set a logo image
you wish to put on
a receipt

You can also use
smartphone camera
to take a picture to
use as a logo



 

Sales Report
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Diary

Date / Weather

Total Sales

By Department

Photo

Comment

You can check the latest
sales situation even during
the day. You can grasp at a
glance which items are
selling well and which
products are not.
Specify the period you want to total from the calendar

Sales Graph

Create your store diary! With photos,
weather record and sales graph,
it will be your reminder to create your
business strategy.

 
Age Verification
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Time Attendance
Owners can check
staff’s shift situations
on smartphones
*Z report must be executed
from the cash register via
smartphone to reflect the
latest status

OK

Shows each staff’s
- Clock - In
- Clock - Out
- Break - In
- Break - Out

NG
To manage age-restricted products,
you can set age limitation for each item.
For example, if the drinking age is 20, set
alcohol’s age limitation as 20.
If the customer is under 20, warning
message will be displayed and it will not
allow to register alcohol.
(See display in the right)

Warning message

Error message
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Operation Record
You may also search
by transaction name

Error Correct

VOID

Refund

CANCEL

Other transactions
- Discount
- Service charge

You can track the operations on smartphone.
It helps to detect an employee’s fraud by checking them.
Also, it reduces mistakes and troubles.
*Z report must be executed from the cash register via smartphone to
reflect the latest status

 
POP Printing

You can easily set pop images on your ECR via smartphone. (*Up to 5 images can be set)
Use this function for shop promotion or coupon.
EXAMPLE 1:
If total amount is
more than $20.00,
print 10% off coupon.

POP printing conditions
- Always print same POP
- Change POP by amount
- Change POP by Item
- Do not print
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EXAMPLE 2:
If total amount is
more than $300.00,
print 30% off coupon

The cash register will automatically print Coupon
depending on purchase amount.
If the customer brings the coupon next time, they get discount.
⇒Helps to win repeat customers

EXAMPLE 3:
Print QR code

Link to the store’s
website

